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QUESTION 1

An administrator is attempting to create a Windows 8 full clone desktop pool. The View Agent has been installed and a
snapshot has been taken. However, the virtual machine is not listed during the Add Pool wizard. 

What is the likely cause of the issue? 

A. Windows 8 desktops are not supported with full clones desktop pools. 

B. Full clones desktop pools require virtual machine templates and not snapshots. 

C. The Add Pool wizard must be refreshed to list new snapshots. 

D. View Composer linked clones as selected instead of full virtual machines. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the Exhibit. 



Based on the exhibit, which pathway is used for RDP traffic? 

A. Path A 

B. Path B 

C. Path C 

D. Path D 



Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator needs to provide access to a View virtual desktop for users in Domain A and Domain B. How should
the administrator configure the domains and the View implementation? 

A. Install a View Connection Server in a resource domain and create a one-way trust to both Domain A and Domain B. 

B. Install a View Connection Server in Domain A and create a one-way trust to Domain B. 

C. Install a View Connection Server in Domain A and create a two-way trust between Domain A and Domain B. 

D. Install a View Connection Server in a resource domain and create a two-way transitive trust between Domain A and
Domain B. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

An administrator receives reports from users connected to View PCoIP sessions of slow desktop responsiveness and
blurry images. Additionally, some users report being randomly disconnected from their sessions. 

The administrator determines the following: 

Network Latency is 100ms. 

PCoIP Packet Loss is more than 5%. 

Which setting change should the administrator make to allow the 3D Renderer to be enabled? 

Which two solutions should the administrator implement to resolve the issues? (Choose two.) 

A. Increase priority of PCoIP traffic. 

B. Enable the Turn Off Build-to-Lossless GPO Setting. 

C. Disable Spanning Tree on the switches. 

D. Add additional vNICs to the virtual desktops. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator is planning a new pool for a group of users. The pool requirements are: 

User data must be portable between desktops. 

User-installed applications must persist between sessions. 



SE Sparse disk will be used to reclaim storage capacity. 

Linked-clones will be used to conserve storage capacity. 

Desktops will be refreshed on log off. 

The administrator plans to use View Composer persistent disks to support the requirements for this pool. 

Which requirement will prevent the use of View Composer persistent disks? 

A. User data must be portable between desktops. 

B. User-installed applications must persist between sessions. 

C. SE Sparse disk will be used to reclaim storage capacity. 

D. Linked-clones will be used to conserve storage capacity. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

An administrator has completed an integration of View with Workspace Portal. The administrator added new pools and
entitlements in View Administrator. However, the new pools are not displaying in Workspace Portal. 

The administrator must ensure updates to View are regularly reflected in the Workspace Portal administrator console. 

What should the administrator do? 

A. Enable/Click on Sync Now. 

B. Enable SAML Authentication. 

C. Set the synchronization frequency appropriately. 

D. Set the update frequency appropriately. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Users report poor performance over a wide area network. Ten users share a 5Mbps link for this site. The administrator
suspects a PCoIP configuration issue and locates the following PCoIP configuration settings: 

Turn off Build-to-Lossless feature = Enabled 

PCoIP Session Bandwidth Floor = 1000 

Maximum Frame Rate = 24 

PCoIP Client Image Cache Size Policy = 250 

Which setting is likely causing the performance issue? 



A. Turn off Build-to-Lossless feature = Enabled 

B. PCoIP Session Bandwidth Floor = 1000 

C. Maximum Frame Rate = 24 

D. PCoIP Client Image Cache Size Policy = 250 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

An administrator has a list of users who should not have access to Workspace Portal services. Some users need
access to other services using their directory services account. Other users no longer need access to any services on
the corporate network. 

Which two steps should the administrator take to restrict access to Workspace Portal services? (Choose two.) 

A. Disable or delete the account in Active Directory for those accounts that no longer need access to Workspace Portal. 

B. Disable the Virtual Users feature in the Class of Service (CoS). 

C. Create filters with the Workspace Portal connector that filter out existing users who no longer need access to
Workspace Portal. 

D. Disable or delete the account in Active Directory for those accounts that no longer need access to any corporate
network services. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 9

Which storage component is considered only when calculating capacity for a Linked Clone? 

A. Growth 

B. .vswp 

C. Overhead 

D. User Data 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

An administrator needs to ensure that the Horizon View environment accounts for single points of failure. Which type of
server should the administrator install in addition to the Horizon View Connection server? 

A. vCenter Operations for Horizon server 



B. Security server 

C. Replica server 

D. Mirage server 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

A View administrator needs to ensure that an environment is ready to use Smart Cards. The cards use certificates
generated by a third-party Certificate Authority (CA). The administrator has verified that each certificate contains a
UPN. 

What must the administrator do to complete the preparation of the environment? 

A. Import the root and intermediate CA certificates into the Trusted Root Certification Authorities group policy in Active
Directory. 

B. Import the root and intermediate CA certificates into the Trusted Root Certification Authorities store on the View
Connection server. 

C. Import the root and intermediate CA certificates into each user\\'s Smart Card. 

D. Enable Smart Card Authentication in the authentication settings in View Administrator. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

An administrator needs to view Windows 7 Virtual Desktops from the vSphere Console while a user has a PCoIP
session to the Virtual Desktop. When the administrator opens a vSphere Console to a Virtual Desktop, the Console
screen is black. 

The administrator enables the Session Variable Enable access to a PCoIP session from a vSphere console. After this
change, a black screen still appears when the administrator opens a vSphere Console to the Virtual Desktops. 

What is preventing the Virtual Desktop from showing in the vSphere Console? 

A. The Virtual Desktop Hardware Version is 7. 

B. The Virtual Desktop Hardware Version is 8. 

C. The Virtual Desktop Hardware Version is 9. 

D. The Virtual Desktop Hardware Version is 10. 

Correct Answer: A 
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